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vas surrounding the space, called Bigscreen (see
Figure 2), and the real-time music composition
and performance system Roboser.2 (To hear examples of Ada using Roboser, visit the official Ada
Web site, http://www.ada-exhibition.ch.)
We integrated Ada’s sensory information and
controlled her behavior with a hybrid software
architecture based on concepts derived from the
computational neurosciences. This software architecture comprised a spectrum of implementation
methods, ranging from standard procedural to
agent-based methodologies and large-scale neuronal simulations.3
A central component of Ada’s control system
was a model of emotions operating in real time.
We gave Ada the means to communicate via
computer graphics and a musical soundscape.
The goal was to use visual and auditory cues to
induce visitors to adjust their behavior to Ada.
This article focuses on the application of the
Roboser music system to express Ada’s behavioral
modes and emotional states.
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We conceived Ada:
Intelligent Space
exhibit as an
artificial organism,
integrating a large
number of sensory
modalities, and let it
interact with visitors
using a multitude of
effector systems.
Ada used a language
of sound and light to
communicate its
moods, emotions,
and behaviors. Here
we describe the
mechanisms behind
Ada’s sound
communication, its
real-time
performance, and its
interpretation by
human subjects.
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I

magine communicating with an artificial
being that expresses synthetic emotions
based on how you interact with it. This is
just what visitors experienced with Ada:
Intelligent Space, an exhibit presented at the Swiss
National Exhibition Expo.02. Ada became operational on 12 May 2002 and catered to 553,700
visitors until 20 October 2002. Ada—named after
the 18th-century computer pioneer Lady Ada
Augusta, Countess of Lovelace—was an interactive space embedded in an exhibit representing a
synthetic organism.1 We divided the exhibit into
five regions (see Figure 1), providing visitors with
a didactical sequence of an introduction to Ada,
the Ada experience, and background information
on the Ada concept.
Ada perceived its environment and behaved
coherently to achieve a set of behavioral goals.
The Ada space sensed its world through 10 moveable and 4 static video cameras, 6 microphones,
and pressure sensors in nearly 400 floor tiles. Ada’s
behavioral output included light effects generated by 20 moveable lights and color light elements
in each floor tile, real-time computer graphics projected by 12 video projectors on a 360-degree can-
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The starting point for developing Ada’s emotional system was the distributed adaptive control (DAC) architecture that provides a neuronal
model of the paradigms of classical and operant
conditioning.3,4 (We discuss other models for creating emotions in the “Natural and Synthetic
Emotions” sidebar on p. 84.) DAC was originally
developed using mobile robots, and is based on
the assumption that these two fundamental
forms of learning (classical and operand) result
from three tightly coupled layers of control,
called reactive, adaptive, and contextual control.
The reactive control layer provides basic predefined reflexive responses to low-complexity
sensory events via internal state representations
labeled as either aversive or appetitive. These
internal state representations provide an interface to a first level of learning provided by the
adaptive layer. The adaptive control layer constructs representation of sensory events that predict the occurrence of aversive and appetitive
events and allows their sensory events to trigger
the associated behaviors of avoidance and
approach, respectively.
Hence, the DAC architecture lets a behaving
system bootstrap itself from a purely predefined
reflex level of behavior to one of actions triggered
by acquired sensory representations, culminating
in the use of acquired plans by the contextual
layer. Researchers have translated basic elements
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of the DAC architecture into models of learning in
the auditory cortex,5 and they’ve shown that DAC
displays basic properties observed in human decision making.4 The aversive/appetitive value system
of DAC formed the starting point for developing
Ada’s emotional system, with a design emphasis
on communication (rather than learning).2 With
her emotions intact, Ada was ready to interact.

Ada’s control architecture
Ada displayed numerous behaviors when
interacting with visitors. The system organized
her behavior around a number of basic functions,
including
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❚ identifying and tracking visitors,
❚ encouraging explorative behavior from visitors,
❚ guiding visitors through the space,
❚ gathering visitors in groups, and
❚ playing games.

Figure 1. Floor plan of the Ada exhibit. (a) Conditioning tunnel: visitors were
introduced to Ada’s components. (b) Voyeur corridor: semitransparent
mirrors allow a view of what happens inside Ada. (c) Ada self: the Ada main
space for visitor interaction. (d) Brainarium: room with six monitors
providing information and real-time graphical displays showing the current
dynamics in Ada’s control system. (e) Explanatorium: visitors are provided
with background information on the exhibit. The arrows indicate visitor flow.

We grouped these behaviors into modes following a cycle inspired by circadian rhythms in
animals and humans. The space continuously
evaluated how well it was doing in achieving
behavioral goals by comparing current state values with target values. This self-evaluation
process represented the basis for synthesizing
Ada’s moods and emotions.
Ada’s behavioral modes
We organized Ada’s behaviors in a cycle that
lasted for 4 to 7 minutes, depending on visitor
interaction. In this cycle Ada moved through
phases of activity and rest, which were organized
into six behavioral modes:
Photo by Tobi Delbruck

❚ sleep,
❚ wake up,
❚ explore,
❚ group,
❚ play, and
❚ fatigue.
Each mode had its own behavioral repertoire

Figure 2. The Ada main space (from Figure 1c). The hexagonal floor tiles are
pressure sensitive and display colored patterns dependent on Ada’s behavior
modes and on visitor interactions. The walls are made of semitransparent
mirrors and allow visitors in the voyeur corridor (see Figure 1b) to view what
happens inside Ada. Above the mirrors a circular projection screen displays
real-time animated graphics that, similar to the music, represent Ada’s
current behavior and emotional state.
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Natural and Synthetic Emotions
What good are emotions? In a functional sense, moods and
emotions serve to bias perception and behavior to evaluate situations quickly and to generate appropriate and fast behavioral
responses (such as escape behavior).1,2 In social contexts, emotional communication establishes interpersonal relations and
guides group behavior. A crying individual might facilitate nurturing behavior in a group, a single person expressing fear
might lead to collective panic.2
It’s generally agreed that music can convey emotions.
However, not until recent years has scientific interest in the relationship between music and emotion emerged.3 For example,
in music psychology, the question of how music communicates
emotional content has only recently been investigated empirically. Gabrielsson and Juslin4 described a number of parameters
used by musicians to convey emotional content in music performances and showed how effective these parameters were in
enabling listeners to decode the emotional content intended
by the musicians. In their experiments performers used cues like
tempo, volume, and articulation (legato versus staccato) to
interpret a melody with different emotional coloring.
Based on the concept of a bipolar affective space,5,6
Schubert7 used a 2D emotion-space model to empirically evaluate the emotional content of musical performances. Using a
two-parameter joystick interface, subjects continuously reported on the valence (happy/sad) and the arousal (busy/sleepy)
content of musical performance recordings.
A number of approaches relevant to the Ada concept have
also been taken in the fields of artificial intelligence and robotics. Taking the work of Gabrielsson and Juslin4 as a starting
point, Bresin and Friberg8 developed a set of rules to define a
music program called Director Musices. Director Musices performs piano pieces from a digitized score to generate interpretations with different emotional coloring. In their software the
rule set was used to vary musical parameters like sound level,
the interval between note onsets, and note duration contrast.

Some examples of the role of synthetic emotions in
man–machine interaction can be found in the experiments with
the humanoid robot head Kismet.9 Kismet interacts with
humans, showing a set of emotional facial expressions and
vocalizations. Its control architecture involves a model of a 3D
affect space with the parameters of arousal, valence, and stance
(social openness). Kismet, however, doesn’t aim to directly
influence the behavior of human observers, and hasn’t been
exposed to the kind of systematic experimentation performed
with the Ada exhibit.
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that defined the possible interactions between
Ada and the visitors. It also had its own computer graphics and ambient light and soundscape
aesthetics. The duration of single modes depended on how visitors acted inside the space. In
terms of music expression, six different composition styles represented the behavioral modes.
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Ada’s goals
Because Ada was a public exhibition in an
entertainment-oriented context, we chose to
define three high-level behavioral goals relevant
to visitor interaction behavior that Ada needed to
achieve.1 These three goal variables constituted
the core of a homeostatic process (see Figure 3).
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Survival. To achieve the survival goal, Ada
needed to invite visitors to enter and participate
when the space was empty, while it had to make
visitors leave when the visitor capacity exceeded
an ideal set value (in the exhibition this was 20
people). We derived the basis of this measurement from a people-tracking system that used
the pressure sensors in the floor tiles. The survival
value expressed the absolute difference between
the set value and the actual number of visitors.
Recognition. We defined recognition as the
ability of the space to locate and track individual
visitors over extended periods of time. In addition, recognition took into account Ada’s ability

Ada’s visitors

Ada control
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Graphics
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Behavior mode

to correctly detect specific sonic events like hand
claps, whistles, or speech events. We considered
the detection of a visitor correct if a sonic event’s
estimated location matched the location of a person the floor tracking system had identified.
Interaction. In the course of the persontracking process, Ada probed single visitors for
attention and compliance by generating visual
cues using the floor tile lights. In play mode, the
system deployed a game in which visitors were
invited to participate. We quantified cue compliance and game participation to set the interaction parameter value.
Survival, recognition, and interaction together defined Ada’s global happiness (H). Ada tried to
maximize H by generating interactive behaviors
to achieve at least one of the three behavioral
goals. As a first approximation, we can summarize
the relation between the four goal variables as

where H is global happiness, gs is the survival goal, gr
is the recognition goal, and gi is the interaction goal.
Ada used her status of goal achievement to set her
emotional parameters at the next processing level.

changes on a time scale of hours or days, whereas emotions occur on a time scale of seconds to
minutes.6 Because the time course of Ada’s
behavior was rather compressed in comparison
with humans, we set mood activity to change
within tens of seconds to minutes and set emotions to occur within seconds.
Ada’s mood system was defined by the two
parameters of arousal and valence. The current
behavior mode set the arousal parameter, resulting in low arousal for sleep and high arousal for
play. The valence parameter represented the status of Ada’s H goal achievement. Low happiness
led to low valence and high happiness resulted
in high valence.
The system synthesized Ada’s emotions on
input from the three high-level goals of survival,
recognition, and interaction (see Figure 4, next
page). Joy was set by the goals of survival and
interaction in the sense that joy was high if survival or interaction approached maximum
achievement. The sadness parameter was raised
in case either recognition or interaction decreased
from maximum achievement. Anger was excited
in case survival decreased from maximum
achievement. Surprise was triggered by a sudden
increase in recognition.
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H = ƒ (gs, gr, gi)

Figure 3. Scheme of
Ada’s control
architecture and the
goal functions of
survival, recognition,
interaction, and global
happiness. Ada
processes and uses
sensor data generated
by the actions of
visitors to decide on
local actions, bias
behavioral mode
selection, and to update
the goal functions. The
behavior mode and the
status of the goal
functions set Ada’s
emotional parameters
that are the basis for
synthesizing the
musical output.

The Roboser music system
Ada’s moods and emotions
To distinguish between Ada’s moods and
emotions, we adopted a model where mood

Roboser is a real-time music composition and
performance system that accepts input from a variety of sources to guide a composition process. Input
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Figure 4. Ada’s mood
and emotion synthesis.
The current behavior
mode sets arousal,
whereas global
happiness sets valence.
The emotions joy,
sadness, anger, and
surprise are set by the
status of achievement
for the high-level goals
survival, recognition,
and interaction (as the
arrows indicate). The
symbol (+) signifies
approaching maximum
goal achievement, while
(–) signifies moving
away from maximum
goal achievement.

+
Surprise

activity ranges from raw sensory data (for example,
video images, audio events, and floor load) to highorder control parameters like biased neural oscillators, models of circadian rhythms, or models of
behavior control. In Ada, Roboser expressed parameters like arousal, joy, and surprise, and gave
sound feedback to simple events detected inside the
space like footsteps, whistles, or hand claps.
Technically, the Roboser composition engine
synthesizes a stream of MIDI data upon simulated
neuronal input.2 Roboser composes music on up
to 12 performance tracks. This is similar to tracks
of a multitrack tape recorder, the difference being
that the performance of every track is synthesized
as well as performed in real time. Musical parameters that are interactively and independently
controlled in each track include the MIDI parameters for instrument, velocity, volume, pitch
bend, tempo, and articulation. In addition, predefined fragmented note sequences, rhythm lines,
and note onset dynamic sequences are interactively selected for each single performance track.
Each track’s output is delivered on a single
MIDI channel. During performance in Ada, the
outputs of the Roboser tracks were performed
using a sampler, resulting in a complex soundscape. Following the distinction between moods
and emotions in Ada’s control model, the music
performance was synthesized on two separate
layers: mood and emotion.
Mood layer
Two Roboser performance tracks continuous-
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ly played a mood composition that expressed the
two mood parameters of arousal and valence. The
arousal parameter set the performances’ tempo,
volume, and octave register. As arousal increased,
the number of note onsets per second, note overlaps, and volumes increased while note pitches
were shifted upward in octave steps. The valence
parameter generated pitch material that changed
from dissonance to consonance, moving from
semitone clusters for low valence toward pitch
material from a harmonic series for high valence.
Emotion layer
For the emotion layer, we used a set of eight
performance tracks to express the four emotions of
joy, surprise, sadness, and anger. We assigned two
tracks to each emotion. With the onset of an emotion, the volume of the respective two voices gradually increased from zero to maximum, fading the
emotion compositions in and out on top of the
mood layer composition. The emotion compositions’ musical features are based on an extension
of the scheme outlined by Gabrielsson and Juslin.7
However, we extended this scheme by introducing
the emotion of surprise. Because of this extension
we slightly changed the original scheme to
increase contrast between the four emotions.
The sadness composition used slow tempo
and mellow timbre sounds, and the scales comprised low registers and minor or diminished
chords. To express joy we used major pentatonic scales, rather bright timbres, rhythmical lines,
and moderately fast tempo. We represented
anger with rough and distorted sounds, semitone
scales, fast tempo, and mostly staccato articulation. Surprise entailed a very fast tempo, high
volume, bright timbres, and mostly augmented
chords (see Table 1 for more information).

Results
To communicate behavior modes, goals, moods,
and emotions effectively, Ada’s control and music
systems had to operate in real time. In addition, the
music expressing the four emotions needed to be
intuitively understandable to an audience that had
never encountered Ada before. In this section we
present data showing that we were successful in fulfilling both of these requirements.
Real-time performance
Figure 5 (on page 88) shows recordings from
Ada’s control system and music output. All data
were recorded simultaneously during a single
behavioral cycle. Figure 5a displays the normal-
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ized activity of six simulated neuTable 1. Musical parameters used to express Ada’s emotions.
rons representing the six behavioral
modes. One cycle consists of the
Emotion
Parameter
Ada’s emotion expression
Gabrielsson and Juslin
respective behavior mode neurons
Sadness
Scale material
Minor, diminished
—
being activated in a sequence from
Timbre
Mellow
—
sleep to wake up, explore, group,
Tempo
Slow
Slow
play, and fatigue, returning to sleep
Sound level
Low or moderate
Low or moderate
at the end. The dynamics of Ada’s
Articulation
Legato
Legato
moods and emotions show that
Time deviations
Moderate
Moderate
arousal remains at a practically conSurprise
Scale material
Major, augmented
—
stant level after the system “woke
Timbre
Bright
—
up” (see Figure 5b). Ada’s valence,
Tempo
Very fast
—
however, shows a more intermitSound level
Loud
—
tent activation due to specific visiArticulation
Staccato
—
tor interactions.
Time deviations
None
—
We represented the behavior
Anger
Scale material
Semitone
—
mode with shifts in key as well as difTimbre
Harsh, distorted
Harsh, distorted
ferences in harmonic structure and
Tempo
Fast
Fast
articulation. You can see these in the
Sound level
Loud
Loud
MIDI piano roll plot (see Figure 5d)
Articulation
Mostly nonlegato
Mostly nonlegato
and in the sonogram (see Figure 5e),
Time deviations
Moderate
Moderate
both representing the musical outJoy (happiness)* Scale material
Major, pentatonic
—
put. As Ada woke up, arousal,
Timbre
Mellow to bright
Bright
valence, joy, and surprise neurons
Tempo
Moderate or fast
Fast
became transiently active, leading to
Sound level
Moderate
Moderate or loud
a pronounced change in musical
Articulation
Rhythmical
Airy
communication. The music’s pitch
Time deviations
Moderate
Moderate
range widened involving higher
* Where available, we used the respective category outlined by Gabrielsson and Juslin7 for
notes, brighter sounds, and rising
comparison (wherein happiness applies instead of joy).
tempo. As the behavioral cycle progressed to explore, the mood and
emotion neurons changed their activities accord- After listening to a composition, the subjects had
ing to visitor behavior. Surprise activity consis- to score it for each of the four emotional catetently led to a transient rise in pitches throughout gories, on a scale of not applicable, low, medium,
the cycle (see Figures 5c, 5d, and 5e). As we can see and high. We then converted these responses
in the MIDI and sonogram displays (see Figures 5d into an ordinal integer scale from 0 to 3, with 0
and 5e), the soundscape was densest in play mode corresponding to not applicable and 3 correwith high tempo and high-register pitch material, sponding to high.
immediately decreasing in volume, tempo, and
In three of the four cases the subjects consispitch after the mode changed to fatigue. Fatigue tently identified the intended emotional expresmode is represented by a decrease in the arousal sion (see Figure 6, p. 89). For the categories of
parameter of Ada’s mood and involves downward sadness, anger, and surprise, the score for the
pitch bends in the music (see Figure 5e) to give the intended emotional category was significantly
impression of tiredness.
higher than for the other three categories (with
a t-test, where p < 0.001). The subjects identified
anger compositions the best (the average score
Audience comprehension
To assess whether an audience could decode was 2.23—see Figure 6c), followed by the surprise
Ada’s emotions, we conducted an experiment pieces (with an average score of 1.63—see Figure
that involved 35 subjects (15 living in Switzer- 6b), and the compositions expressing sadness
land, 20 living in Spain) listening to a set of 27 came in third (with an average score of 1.60—see
Roboser music pieces outside the context of the Figure 6a). The result for the joy compositions is
exhibit. These compositions represented the four less clear (see Figure 6d). The subjects in the
emotions of sadness (nine pieces), surprise (seven Swiss-resident group interpreted them as expectpieces), anger (four pieces), and joy (seven pieces). ed (an average score of 1.25, where p < 0.001), but
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Figure 5. Simultaneous recordings of Ada’s behavior modes, emotions, and music communication during a single
behavior cycle. All plots share the same time scale. (a–c) Normalized displays of the cell activity of simulated neurons
coding for behavior mode, mood, and emotions. (d) MIDI piano roll plot of the resulting Roboser music composition.
(e) Sonogram of the actual sound output.
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Discussion and conclusion
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the subjects in the Spanish group
tended to interpret these pieces in
terms of sadness instead (p < 0.01).
This suggests that cultural effects
may play a role in interpreting the
emotional content of musical
pieces.
Overall, these results show consistency between the designed emotional qualities and the test subjects’
interpretations. In particular, the surprise category, which we have introduced here in our extension of the
Gabrielsson and Juslin scheme, gave
a consistent result. The one inconsistent case was joy. Further work will
deal with an interpretation of these
results at the level of specific musical
parameters, the role of cultural bias,
and investigations into how the
interpretations of the music are
affected by other modalities (such as
the visual information in Ada).
To evaluate the effect of Ada’s
emotional sound communication
we measured the visitor response to
Ada in the presence and absence of
sound. Visitors reacted differently to
Ada, in particular by making fewer
sounds themselves, and attributed
less importance to Ada’s Bigscreen.

(d)

Figure 6. Results of an experiment in which 27 Ada emotion compositions were played to 35
subjects. Each of the four plots (a–d) represents the emotion that we wanted the
composition to express. The vertical scale indicates the average subject responses on a scale
of 0 = not applicable, 1 = low, 2 = medium, and 3 = high. Error bars indicate one standard
deviation. Scores are shown in percentage for the following music types: (a) sadness, (b)
surprise, (c) anger, and (d) joy.

Year 2002, winning in four categories (including
sound design). Unbeknownst to the jury, the
soundtrack consisted (to a large extent) of Ada
pieces. This result led us to the conclusion that
Ada passed the musical Turing test.
The Ada exhibit attempted to define a largescale interactive and communicative real-world
artifact. Relying on an implicit language of sound
and light rather than on explicit natural language,
we found that Ada successfully communicated its
emotions and (indirectly) its behavioral goals. This
success points toward a domain of application and
further development beyond the area of explicit
and command-based user interfaces, employing a
more implicit, intuitive, and multimodal communication between humans and machines.
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Emotions are a core component
of our subrational cognitive system.
They assign positive and negative
value to situations we find ourselves
in, enhancing the prediction of what
will happen in the near future, and optimizing the
choice of appropriate behavioral responses. To
maintain a communication process like the one
in Ada, it’s essential to give feedback immediately
and interactively. Therefore, real-time performance is crucial. Another consideration was making a language comprehensible to an audience
when they hadn’t experienced it beforehand.
On aesthetic grounds we were successful in
creating music with an appeal to the general
audience and to specialists alike. Music generated
by Ada was used for Brainworkers, a documentary
film that the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(ETH) in Zurich commissioned to introduce the
Ada concept to the public. Brainworkers was
awarded Best Swiss Commissioned Movie of the
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The Roboser sound communication we’ve
described was one element of the overall Ada
exhibit. Our systematic analysis of both visitor
behavior and their interpretation of the multimodal experience Ada offered shows that visitors
were willing to consider Ada as an entity. An
observer’s interpretation of this real-world artifact is influenced by a large number of factors
that are related to his or her demographics and
personality as well as the different communication media and functions of Ada. We’re currently further analyzing the complex interaction
between humans and the largest artificial organism ever constructed.
MM

Performer’s Intention and the Listener’s Experience,”
Psychology of Music, vol. 24, 1996, pp. 68-91.
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